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1. What is the main idea of the paper presented?
2. What is the corresponding approach?
3. What are the main results?
   (1-3 relatively short, in own words)
4. What about the approach and findings when related to other approaches?
5. What are Pros and Cons?
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Measures

• Bleu, Rouge, Meteor, MER, ...
• Different pros and cons
• Different purposes
Findings

• Many ways of hybridization
• Quality estimation can be dependend on measure used

• Typically, RBMT components are smaller than corr. SMT comps.
• Avoid manual working out
  • Learn Grammar and Parser from data
  • Learn Lexicon from data and syntactic analysis
  • ....
Outlook

N.B.: meaning of a rule ....

\[
[[ \text{NP}_{[\text{Gen} = m]} \leftarrow \text{DET}_{[\text{Gen} = m]} \text{NP}_{[\text{Gen} = m]} ]] \\
= \{ \text{der Mann, der Tisch, der Rahmen,}...\}
\]

\[
[[ \text{NP}_{[\text{Gen} = X]} \leftarrow \text{DET}_{[\text{Gen} = X]} \text{NP}_{[\text{Gen} = X]} ]] \\
= \text{Det N sequences which are grammatically correct!}
\]

The meaning of a rule is the set of things that satisfy the rule!

( Corpus ) Extension → Abstraction → Rule

Rule → Application → Extension ( Corpus )